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High Resolution Probabilistic Detection and Quantitative 
Estimation of Precipitation From Satellite Observations: 

Simulating Fine Scale Spatio-Temporal Variability   

Motivations: 
- To provide highly resolved (down to 1/16°, 30 min) quantitative estimates of precipitation.
- To provide uncertainty associated with each estimate as a PDF of the true rain.  
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A probabilistic / stochastic approach of rain detection at high resolution

-Fine scale patterns observed by satellite don't match radar-observed patterns. 
=> A wavelet-based  filtering (Turner et al., 2004) is used to reduce the detection mean 

 square error. The resulting field can be interpreted as a probability of precipitation.

-Filtering affects statistical properties of the fields such as variance and auto-correlation
(smoothing effect). => Stochastic generation of fine scale variability to generate an ensemble
of “realistic” rain detection fields (at 1/16° 30 min resolution to avoid discretization). 
In the wavelet domain, at each scale a random signal is added to the filtered field. 

 
Rain        

Starting point : TAPEER Rain Mask 
The Tropical Amount of Precipitation with an 
Estimate of Error, developed within the 
framework of the Megha-Tropiques mission is a 
a 1°, 1 day, multi-satellite quantitative 
estimation of precipitation over the whole 
Tropics (± 30° lat.). It combines LEO MW 
estimates (BRAIN product) with GEO IR 
imagery. An intermediate product of TAPEER 
computation is a high resolution (3km every 15 
minutes) rain detection mask.     
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How accurate is the Rain Mask? Comparison with a radar mask in West Africa
Multiscale analysis through two successive -spatial and temporal- discrete wavelet transforms (Haar 
wavelet).
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 Xport radar, Burkina Fasso, 2012
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At which scale considering the variability of rain intensity (inside 
rainy areas) becomes indispensable?

Rain intensity  fields (radar) compared to rain detection
fields (same fields binarized by thresholding):

 
       

Results and conclusions
- The method as been trained with one year (2012) of radar data from Burkina
Faso and evaluated in term of rain rates distribution against another year (2013)
of radar observations.

- The method can be viewed as an hybrid disaggregation and stochastic
downscaling, or as a simulation of rain fields with a multiscale constraint.

- The ensemble mean is considered as the optimal estimate (in term of mean square error). The ensemble 
dispersion characterizes the uncertainty associated to fine scale variability.

- Exceedance probability of a threshold at any resolution can be computed from the generated ensemble.   

- The wavelet transform is a convenient way  to integrate constraints at various scales. It also provides a 
simple way to deal with auto-correlated fields, auto-correlated errors and heteroscedasticity.    
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Combining the detection fields from the ensemble with 
stochastic variations of rain intensity 

-The (zeros-excluding) mean value of rain intensity  at 1° and 8h 
resolution is computed from BRAIN MW estimates. It is then 
stochastically downscaled to the 1/16°, 30 min resolution through a 
multiplicative cascade.

-Each realization of the ensemble of rain detection fields is combined 
with a stochastic field of rain intensity.
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 Xport radar, Burkina Fasso, 2012

Distribution of rain rates observed by Xport 
radar (black), and downscaled from satellite 
observations (red) at 1/16° and 30min 
resolution . Burkina Faso, 2013.

Perspectives

-The method must be extensively 
validated out of the training area ; only 
radar data is sufficiently reliable at fine 
scale to this purpose.                   

-A physical constraint on rain intensity 
variability inside rainy areas would 
reduce the portion of stochastic 
variability and increase the portion of 
physical deterministic variability.     
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